**Crossword Puzzle**

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, ...

by Ned White

**ACROSS**

1. String along
7. Artist whose canvas of "The Sacrament of the Last Supper" is a 39-Across
11. _____ nut
14. Yom Kippur observer
15. Black, to Blake
16. Hit for U-2, Three Dog Night, Bee Gees, or Metallica
17. 89, a * _______.
18. Work by *, 23 years after 20-Across and 58-Across
19. Cross, for one
20. With 58-Across, work by * addressing the mathematics of rabbit population growth
21. Proverbial heir, with "the"
22. Dynamic leader?
23. Bygone Renault
25. Brand with the tag "True Canadian Taste"
27. Implies
30. Digital communication syst.?
31. Andean tuber
32. Nike rival
35. Macho type
39. What the middle nine rows of this puzzle closely represent
43. Greedily devour (with "down")
44. * 'acte
45. N.Y.C. travel choice
46. Tiebreakers, for short
48. Boxster feature
51. Assumption, for one, in Louisiana
54. Where "Aida" premiered
55. Polo competitor
56. Fan sounds
58. See 20-Across
62. Crawl space?
63. Where * resided
64. * _______ (and where * now resides, starting with the circle at 49-Down)
65. Ranch extension?
66. Con
67. Geronimo, for one
68. Hanoi holiday
69. Word to follow the start of 39-Across, as inspired by *
70. Quark-antiquark particles

**DOWN**

1. Frontier name, for short
2. Pin holder
3. Second name in lens-making
4. Release from a stroller, maybe
5. Many combines
6. Muff
7. Put off
8. Up to it
9. Little show-off's attention-getter
10. Electees
11. They may be high
12. Año opener
13. Arc lamp gas
21. Developed
22. "Zelig" portrayer
24. Crunch opener
26. Dept. of Labor arm
27. Harleys, slangily
28. Elvis or Bogart, for example
29. "The Lion King" lioness
33. Elvis and Bogart, for example
34. Represents
36. Corp. heads, collectively
37. Like Woody Herman's sax
38. Minimal tide
40. "Star Wars" extra
41. Red-spotted swimmers
42. "Star Trek: T.N.G." half-Betazoid
47. Graceland, for many
49. Shake, for some
50. Novelist Smollett or Wolff
51. Tube in a lab
52. Lapis lazuli
53. Bomb defuser, sometimes
54. The Rockies, e.g.
57. Film barker
59. Chevron competitor
60. "All The Way" lyricist Sammy
61. Mer interrupters
63. Spray in the kitchen
64. Frodo's friend

**Answers:** Page 795
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